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generative, print, corporate and web design

art catalogue for
heldenreizer contemporary
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identity for consulting and coaching
generative structures 

    generative design process / sketches

c3
consulting coaching concept
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identity, stationery and  
promotional design
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identity, stationery design,
invitation cards and catalogues  
for the art gallery heldenreizer

heldenreizer
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packaging prototype 
and layout for the  
art catalogue “angst”
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fashion and art magazine with 
commissioned art and interviews  
from paris (228 pages)

idoménée
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folded booklet for an art piece
design for m-m-k.de

ulysses belz
die taverne
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generative design for a world map  
and an illustration for the cafe
design for m-m-k.de

unify
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generative design
reduced alternative
design for m-m-k.de

unify brochure
design for m-m-k.de
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ditf
deutsche institute für
textil- und faserforschung

layout and generative images 
for an annual report
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generative images
for the art and fashion magazine

idoménée
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cover design for two editions
of the weave magazine

weave

cover picture
generative design
realised version
alternative sketch (left page)
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cover picture
generative design

realised version
alternative sketch (right page)
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a biomorphic journey through the year
self initiated calendar project
generative design

zweitausendvierzehn
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baumgärtner maschinenbau

website and identity
design for m-m-k.de
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web-based app for a search engine
design for m-m-k.de

unify, partner locator
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layout / design for  
the product catalogue
design for m-m-k.de

dynajet
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website, team-collaboration
design für m-m-k.de

dynajet
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custom made folded flyer
illustrating a steep and complex topography

packaging for individual  
production samples

süss microtec
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custom made folder
with pocket for

documents

generative design
large picture for a  
conference room

(mockup, right page)
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generative design for the facade
of the salvatorgarage

peter haimerl
salvatorgarage
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design of a non-public educational website 
the design of the generative images is based  
on existing images of swiss nature
design for katja süss / rohberg

generative deconstruction and
recomposition based on images by:
mudassir ali 
joan costa
eberhard grossgasteiger

igib grif
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corporate imagery with serial generative images
restyling of an existing cms

dipf
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generative design for the racing series a1 grand prix, team germany
design for the racing car, garage and clothing
design for minx communications (first designs) and
a1gp team germany (second designs)

a1gp
team germany
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a1 grand prix, kyalami 
foto: axel bührmann
creative commons (cc by-sa 2.0)

garage panelling 
(part, sketch)
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promotional and racing clothing
(designs)
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poster for my lecture
at the decoded conference

decoded conference
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